ABSTRACT

Disclosed are a method and an apparatus for processing a background visual effect. The method is registering dependence resources, running parameters and handlers corresponding to respective visual effect modes of a background, selecting a visual effect mode corresponding to the background according to a running instruction, and initializing the dependence resource, the running parameter and the handler corresponding to the selected visual effect mode to control the background to enter the running status of the selected visual effect mode, and switching the current running visual effect mode of the background according to a received switching instruction. Through the method and the apparatus for processing a background visual effect, background visual effects can be shared in different scenarios, the variety of background visual effects which can be implemented in the same scenario is enriched and the effect of user experience is improved.
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PROCESSING BACKGROUND VISUAL EFFECT

TECHNICAL FIELD

The disclosure relates to the technical field of communications, in particular to a method and an apparatus for processing a background visual effect.

BACKGROUND

With the constant development of the mobile embedded technology, the function of a mobile hand-held terminal is becoming increasingly diverse. In recent years, manufacturers make every effort to enrich the function and application of the mobile hand-held terminal and further make a great improvement on the visual effect, so as to meet the effect of user experience. Various mobile terminal products in the market vary slightly in the function and the price, and the final factor of determining whether the product can attract users is always the interface and the interactive way of the product. A user interface of a product gives the first impression to a user and always determines the degree of preference of the user to the product.

However, in the existing technology, different background visual effect functions are distributed in different modules, and each background visual effect function module is applied to one scenario, in which the background visual effect is simple and the effect of user experience is poor.

SUMMARY

The disclosure provides a method and an apparatus for processing a background visual effect so as to share background visual effects in different scenarios, enrich the variety of background visual effects which can be implemented in the same scenario and improve the effect of user experience.

The disclosure provides a method for processing a background visual effect, including that:

- dependence resources, running parameters and handlers corresponding to respective visual effect modes of a background are registered;
- a visual effect mode corresponding to the background is selected according to a running instruction, and the dependence resource, the running parameter and the handler corresponding to the selected visual effect mode are initialized to control the background to enter the running status of the selected visual effect mode; and
- the current running visual effect mode of the background is switched according to a received switching instruction.

Preferably, the step that the current running visual effect mode of the background is switched according to a received switching instruction may include:

- whether a target visual effect mode of the background is available is judged according to the received switching instruction;
- if available, the original visual effect mode which is currently running is switched to the target visual effect mode; and
- if not available, a flag is set for indicating that the target visual effect mode is unavailable and the running status of the original visual effect mode of the background is maintained.

Preferably, the step that the original visual effect mode which is currently running is switched to the target visual effect mode may include that:

- when the original visual effect mode currently running is available, the original visual effect mode is terminated and the target visual effect mode is started and is run; and
- when the original visual effect mode currently running is unavailable, the target visual effect mode is started.

The disclosure further provides an apparatus for processing a background visual effect, including:

- a registration module, which is configured to register dependence resources, running parameters and handlers corresponding to respective visual effect modes of a background;
- a running module, which is configured to select a visual effect mode corresponding to the background according to a running instruction and initialize the dependence resource, the running parameter and the handler corresponding to the selected visual effect mode to control the background to enter the running status of the selected visual effect mode; and
- a switching module, which is configured to switch the current running visual effect mode of the background according to a received switching instruction.

Preferably, the registration module may be further configured to acquire the dependence resources corresponding to respective visual effect modes of the background and add them to a dependence resource list maintained by a system memory, acquire the running parameters corresponding to respective visual effect modes of the background and add them to a running parameter list maintained by the system memory, and acquire the handlers corresponding to respective visual effect modes of the background and add them to a handler list maintained by the system memory.

Preferably, the switching module may include:

- a first judgment sub-module, which is configured to judge whether a target visual effect mode of the background is available according to the received switching instruction;
- a switching sub-module, which is configured to switch the original visual effect mode currently running to the target visual effect mode when the target visual effect mode is available; and
- a maintenance sub-module, which is configured to set a flag for indicating that the target visual effect mode is unavailable and maintain the running status of the original visual effect mode of the background when the target visual effect mode is unavailable.

Preferably, the switching sub-module may be specifically configured to terminate the original visual effect mode and start and run the target visual effect mode when the original visual effect mode currently running is available, and to start the target visual effect mode when the original visual effect mode currently running is unavailable.
The disclosure further provides a method for processing a background visual effect, including the following steps that:

dependence resources, running parameters and handlers corresponding to respective visual effect modes of a background are registered;

a visual effect mode corresponding to the background is selected according to a running instruction, and the dependence resource, the running parameter and the handler corresponding to the selected visual effect mode are initialized to control the background to enter the running status of the selected visual effect mode; and

a visual effect mode to be set for the background is set according to a received setting instruction.

Preferably, the step that dependence resources, running parameters and handlers corresponding to respective visual effect modes of a background are registered may include that:

the dependence resources corresponding to respective visual effect modes of the background are acquired and are added to a dependence resource list maintained by a system memory;

the running parameters corresponding to respective visual effect modes of the background are acquired and are added to a running parameter list maintained by the system memory; and

the handlers corresponding to respective visual effect modes of the background are acquired and are added to a handler list maintained by the system memory.

Preferably, the step that a visual effect mode to be set for the background is set according to a received setting instruction may specifically include:

whether the visual effect mode to be set is in a running status is judged according to the received setting instruction;

if it is in a running status, the visual effect mode is stopped and the related information of the visual effect mode is set; the visual effect mode is started; and

if not in a running status, the related information of the visual effect mode is set.

Preferably, after the related information of the visual effect mode is set, the method may further include that:

whether the related information of the visual effect mode is set initially is judged; and

if it is set initially, a flag is generated for indicating that the visual effect mode is set initially.

The disclosure further provides an apparatus for processing a background visual effect, including:

a registration module, which is configured to register dependence resources, running parameters and handlers corresponding to respective visual effect modes of a background;

a running module, which is configured to select a visual effect mode corresponding to the background according to a running instruction and initialize the dependence resource, the running parameter and the handler corresponding to the selected visual effect mode to control the background to enter the running status of the selected visual effect mode; and

a setting module, which is configured to set a visual effect mode to be set for the background according to a received setting instruction.

Preferably, the registration module may be further configured to acquire the dependence resources corresponding to respective visual effect modes of the background and add them to a dependence resource list maintained by a system memory, acquire the running parameters corresponding to respective visual effect modes of the background and add them to a running parameter list maintained by the system memory, and acquire the handlers corresponding to respective visual effect modes of the background and add them to a handler list maintained by the system memory.

Preferably, the apparatus further includes:

a second judgment sub-module, which is configured to judge whether the visual effect mode to be set is in a running status according to the received setting instruction; and

a setting sub-module, which is configured to stop the visual effect mode, set the related information of the visual effect mode and start the visual effect mode when the visual effect mode is in a running status, and to set the related information of the visual effect mode when the visual effect mode is in a non-running status.

Preferably, the setting module further may include:

a third judgment sub-module, which is configured to judge whether the related information of the visual effect mode is set initially, and if the related information of the visual effect mode is set initially, a flag indicative of initial setting is generated for the visual effect mode by the setting sub-module.

As can be seen from the above, through the methods and the apparatuses for processing the background visual effect, background visual effects can be shared in different scenarios, the variety of background visual effects which can be implemented in the same scenario is enriched and the effect of user experience is improved.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a flowchart of a method for processing a background visual effect in an embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 2 is another flowchart of a method for processing a background visual effect in an embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 3 is another flowchart of a method for processing a background visual effect in an embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 4 is another flowchart of a method for processing a background visual effect in an embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 5 is another flowchart of a method for processing a background visual effect in an embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 6 is another flowchart of a method for processing a background visual effect in an embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 7 is another flowchart of a method for processing a background visual effect in an embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 8 is a diagram showing the structure of an apparatus for processing a background visual effect in an embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 9 is another diagram showing the structure of an apparatus for processing a background visual effect in an embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 10 is still another diagram showing the structure of an apparatus for processing a background visual effect in an embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 11 is a flowchart of another method for processing a background visual effect in an embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 12 is another flowchart of another method for processing a background visual effect in an embodiment of the disclosure;
FIG. 13 is a diagram showing the structure of another apparatus for processing a background visual effect in an embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 14 is another diagram showing the structure of another apparatus for processing a background visual effect in an embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 15 is another diagram showing the structure of another apparatus for processing a background visual effect in an embodiment of the disclosure; and

FIG. 16 is another diagram showing the structure of another apparatus for processing a background visual effect in an embodiment of the disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

It should be understood that the embodiments herein are only intended to explain the disclosure instead of limiting the disclosure.

See FIG. 1, a method for processing a background visual effect is provided in an embodiment of the disclosure, including that:

Step S101: dependence resources, running parameters and handlers corresponding to respective visual effect modes of a background are registered;

Step S102: a visual effect mode corresponding to the background is selected according to a running instruction, and the dependence resources, the running parameters and the handlers corresponding to the selected visual effect mode are initialized to control the background to enter a running status of the selected visual effect mode; and

Step S103: the current running visual effect mode of the background is switched according to a received switching instruction.

In the embodiment of a method for processing a background visual effect, the dependence resources, the running parameters and the handlers corresponding to respective visual effect modes of the background are registered, and when a visual effect mode of the background runs, the visual effect mode of the background may be switched according to the requirements of a user, so that background visual effects may be shared in different scenarios and the effect of user experience is improved.

Furthermore, in the embodiment of a method for processing a background visual effect, Step 101 specifically includes that: the dependence resources corresponding to respective visual effect modes of the background are acquired and are added to a dependence resource list maintained by a system memory, the running parameters corresponding to respective visual effect modes of the background are acquired and are added to a running parameter list maintained by the system memory, and the handlers corresponding to respective visual effect modes of the background are acquired and are added to a handler list maintained by the system memory.

In the embodiment of a method for processing a background visual effect, when a dependence resource corresponding to a certain visual effect mode already exists in the dependence resource list, it is unnecessary to acquire the dependence resource again and add the dependence resource to the dependence resource list. Similarly, when a running parameter corresponding to a certain visual effect mode already exists in the running parameter list, it is unnecessary to acquire the running parameter again and add the running parameter to the running parameter list; and when a handler corresponding to a certain visual effect mode already exists in the handler list, it is unnecessary to acquire the handler again and add the handler to the handler list. Namely, before dependence resources, running parameters and handlers are acquired, it is necessary to judge whether the corresponding dependence resources, the corresponding running parameters and the corresponding handlers exist in the corresponding lists. See FIG. 2, the specific processing is as follows:

Step S201: whether a dependence resource corresponding to a visual effect mode to be registered for a background exists in a dependence resource list is judged; if not exist, Step S202 is executed; and if exist, Step S204 is executed;

Step 202: the dependence resource corresponding to the visual effect mode is acquired by a user parameter;

Step S203: the dependence resource corresponding to the visual effect mode is added to a dependence resource list;

Step S204: whether a running parameter corresponding to the visual effect mode to be registered for the background exists in the running parameter list is judged; if not exist, Step S205 is executed; and if exist, Step S207 is executed;

Step S205: the running parameter corresponding to the visual effect mode is acquired by a user parameter;

Step S206: the running parameter corresponding to the visual effect mode is added to the running parameter list;

Step S207: whether a handler corresponding to the visual effect mode to be registered for the background exists in the handler list is judged; if not exist, Step S208 is executed; and if exist, the registration flow is ended.

Step S208: the handler corresponding to the visual effect mode is acquired by a user parameter; and

Step S209: the handler corresponding to the visual effect mode is added to the handler maintenance list.

The dependence resource maintenance list, the running parameter maintenance list and the handler maintenance list are maintained in a system memory.

Furthermore, see FIG. 3, in the embodiment of a method for processing a background visual effect, Step 103 specifically includes that:

Step S301: according to a received switching instruction, whether a target visual effect mode of a background is available is judged; if available, Step S302 is executed; and if not, Step S303 is executed;

Step S302: the original visual effect mode which is currently running is switched to the target visual effect mode; and

Step S303: an unavailable flag is set for the target visual effect mode and the running status of the original visual effect mode is maintained.

The switching instruction is generated according to switching information input by a user or according to switching information received wirelessly.

Furthermore, in the embodiment of a method for processing a background visual effect, the step that the original visual effect mode which is currently running is switched to the target visual effect mode may specifically include that: when the original visual effect mode which is currently running is available, the original visual effect mode is terminated and the target visual effect mode is started; when the original visual effect mode which is currently running is unavailable, the target visual effect mode is started.

Furthermore, see FIG. 4, in the embodiment of a method for processing a background visual effect, the step that the original visual effect mode is terminated may specifically include that:

Step S401: a termination instruction is generated and whether the termination instruction is correct is judged; if correct, Step 402 is executed; and if not, the flow is ended; a first parameter of a background visual effect is maintained in a system memory and may include a first parameter of each visual effect mode. The first parameter of each visual
effect mode includes the following contents: an original image path of a resource, a binary mirror image path of the resource, an image type of the resource and the variety of a handler corresponding to the visual effect mode. When the original visual effect mode currently running needs to be terminated, a system acquires the first parameter of the original visual effect mode currently running and generates a termination instruction according to the first parameter of the original visual effect mode:

Step S402: the original visual effect mode is stopped according to the termination instruction;

Step S403: a binary mirror image file of the resource in a file system is opened, and whether the binary mirror image file of the resource is opened successfully is judged; if successful, Step S204 is executed; and if not, the flow is ended;

the binary mirror image file of the resource includes the address of an original handler, and the addresses of the dependence resource and running parameter corresponding to the original handler in the system memory;

Step S404: the dependence resource, the running parameter and the handler corresponding to the original visual effect mode are acquired from the system memory according to the binary mirror image file of the resource and are synchronized to the file system; and

Step S405: the dependence resource, the running parameter and the handler corresponding to the original visual effect mode are cleared from the system memory.

The handler is the current running handler of the original visual effect mode before Step S402; and the dependence resource and the running parameter correspond to the handler.

Furthermore, see FIG. 5, in the embodiment of a method for processing a background visual effect, the step that the target visual effect mode is started may specifically include that:

Step S501: a start instruction is generated and whether the start instruction is correct is judged; if correct, Step S502 is executed; and if not, the flow is ended;

a first parameter of a background visual effect is maintained in the system memory and includes a first parameter of each visual effect mode, wherein the first parameter of each visual effect mode includes the following contents: an original image path of a resource, a binary mirror image path of the resource, an image type of the resource and the variety of a handler corresponding to the visual effect mode. Before the start instruction is executed, a user selects a visual effect mode in the first parameter of a background visual effect, and then selects a handler in the visual effect mode and the image path of the resource, the binary mirror image path of the resource and the image type of the resource corresponding to the handler, and the system generates the start instruction according to the selection of the user;

Step S502: a corresponding binary mirror image file of the resource in the file system is opened according to the start instruction, and whether the opening is successful is judged; if successful, Step S503 is executed; and if not, the flow is ended;

the binary mirror image file of the resource includes the address of a target handler, and the addresses of the dependence resource and running parameter corresponding to the target handler in the system memory;

Step S503: the dependence resource, the running parameter and the handler corresponding to the target visual effect mode are read from a file system according to the binary mirror image file of the resource and are synchronized to the corresponding addresses in the system memory;

Step S504: the handler corresponding to the target visual effect mode is started according to the dependence resource and the running parameter in the system memory.

In the embodiment of a method for processing a background visual effect, the background visual effect includes various visual effect modes each including a plurality of handlers. Running a visual effect mode is essentially to run a specific handler in the visual effect mode. Switching a visual effect mode is essentially to switch a handler currently running in a visual effect mode to a handler in another visual effect mode.

A visual effect mode corresponds to a plurality of visual effect objects each including a handler and a running parameter and a dependence resource corresponding to the handler.

Furthermore, see FIG. 6, in the embodiment of a method for processing a background visual effect, after the dependence resource, the running parameter and the handler corresponding to the selected visual effect mode are initialized, the method may further include that:

Step S601: a binary mirror image file of the resource corresponding to the selected visual effect mode is found and is opened in a file system, and whether the opening is successful is judged; if successful, Step S601 is executed; and if not, Step S631 is executed;

the binary mirror image file of the resource includes the address of a target handler and the addresses of the dependence resource and running parameter corresponding to the target handler in the system memory;

Step S602: the dependence resource, the running parameter and the handler corresponding to the selected visual effect mode in the system memory are synchronized to the file system; and

Step S631: the dependence resource, the running parameter and the handler corresponding to the selected visual effect mode are cleared from the system memory.

In the embodiment of a method for processing a background visual effect, the background visual effect includes various visual effect modes and the running of each visual effect mode depends on the registration and the initialization of the corresponding visual effect mode; each visual effect mode includes a plurality of specific handlers; and running a visual effect mode is essentially to run a specific handler in the visual effect mode. Different handlers correspond to different related information.

Furthermore, see FIG. 7, in the embodiment of a method for processing a background visual effect, when it is necessary to end the running of a current running visual effect mode of a background, the method may include that:

Step S701: an instruction is generated for ending the running of a visual effect mode and whether the ending instruction is correct is judged; if correct, Step S702 is executed; and if not, failure information is generated and the flow is ended;

Step S702: a binary mirror image file of a resource corresponding to the visual effect mode in a file system is opened, and whether the opening is successful is judged; if successful, Step S703 is executed; and if not, failure information is generated and the flow is ended;

the binary mirror image file of the resource includes the address of a target handler, and the addresses of the dependence resource and running parameter corresponding to the target handler in the system memory;

Step S703: the dependence resource, the running parameter and the handlers corresponding to the visual effect mode are read from the system memory according to the binary mirror image file of the resource and are synchronized to the file system;
Step S704: the dependence resource, the running parameter and the handler corresponding to the visual effect mode are cleared from the system memory; and

Step S705: an unavailable flag is generated for the visual effect mode.

As can be seen from the above, in the embodiment of a method for processing a background visual effect, background visual effects can be shared in different scenarios and the effect of user experience is improved.

See FIG. 8, an apparatus 100 for processing a background visual effect is disclosed in an embodiment of the disclosure, including a registration module 10, a running module 20 and a switching module 30, wherein the registration module 10 is configured to register dependence resources, running parameters and handlers corresponding to respective visual effect modes of a background; the running module 20 is configured to select a visual effect mode corresponding to the background according to a running instruction and initialize the dependence resources, the running parameters and the handlers corresponding to the selected visual effect mode to control the background to enter the running status of the selected visual effect mode; and the switching module 30 is configured to switch the current running visual effect mode of the background according to a received switching instruction.

The switching instruction is generated according to switching information input by a user or according to switching information received wirelessly.

In the embodiment of an apparatus 100 for processing a background visual effect, the dependence resources, the running parameters and the handlers corresponding to respective visual effect modes of the background are registered, and thus when a certain visual effect mode of the background runs, the certain visual effect mode of the background can be switched according to the requirements of a user, so that background visual effects can be shared in different scenarios and the effect of user experience can be improved.

Furthermore, in the embodiment of an apparatus 100 for processing a background visual effect, the registration module 10 may be specifically configured to acquire dependence resources corresponding to respective visual effect modes of the background and add the dependence resources to a dependence resource list maintained by a system memory, acquire running parameters corresponding to respective visual effect modes of the background and add the running parameters to a running parameter list maintained by the system memory, and acquire handlers corresponding to respective visual effect modes of the background and add the handlers to a handler list maintained by the system memory.

In the embodiment of a method for processing a background visual effect, when a dependence resource corresponding to a certain visual effect mode already exists in the dependence resource list, it is unnecessary to acquire dependence resource again and add the dependence resource to the dependence resource list. Similarly, when a running parameter corresponding to the certain visual effect mode already exists in the running parameter list, it is unnecessary to acquire the running parameter again and add the running parameter to the running parameter list; and when a handler corresponding to the certain visual effect mode already exists in the handler list, it is unnecessary to acquire the handler again and add the handler to the handler list. Namely, before the dependence resource, the running parameter and the handler are acquired, it is necessary to judge whether the corresponding dependence resource, running parameter and handler to be acquired exist in the corresponding lists.

Furthermore, in the embodiment of an apparatus 100 for processing a background visual effect, the process that the registration module 10 registers the dependence resources, the running parameters and the handlers corresponding to respective visual effect modes of the background specifically includes that: firstly, whether a dependence resource corresponding to a visual effect mode to be registered for the background exists in the dependence resource list is judged; if not exist, a dependence resource corresponding to the visual effect mode is acquired through a user parameter and is added to the dependence resource list, and if exist, the second step is executed directly. Secondly, whether a running parameter corresponding to a visual effect mode to be registered for the background exists in the running parameter list is judged; if not exist, the running parameter corresponding to the visual effect mode is acquired through a user parameter and is added to the running parameter list; and if exist, the third step is executed directly. Thirdly, whether a handler corresponding to a visual effect mode to be registered for the background exists in the handler list is judged; if not exist, the handler corresponding to the visual effect mode is acquired through a user parameter and is added to the handler list; and if exist, the registration flow is ended directly.

See FIG. 9, the switching module 30 includes a first judgment sub-module 31, a switching sub-module 32 and a maintenance sub-module 33, wherein the first judgment sub-module 31 is configured to judge whether a target visual effect mode of a background is available according to a received switching instruction; the switching sub-module 32 is configured to switch the original visual effect mode currently running to the target visual effect mode when the target visual effect mode is available; and the maintenance sub-module 33 is configured to set an unavailable flag for the target visual effect mode and maintain the running status of the original visual effect mode when the target visual effect mode is unavailable.

In the embodiment of a method for processing a background visual effect, when a visual effect mode is switched, a corresponding switching operation is carried out according to a switching instruction, so that the workload of a user is reduced, the automation of switching between visual effect modes of the background is implemented and the effect of user experience is improved in comparison with the existing switching between background visual effects.

Furthermore, in the embodiment of an apparatus 100 for processing a background visual effect, the switching sub-module 32 is specifically configured to terminate the original visual effect mode and start and run the target visual effect mode when the original visual effect mode currently running is available, and to start and run the target visual effect mode when the original visual effect mode currently running is unavailable.

Furthermore, the process that the switching sub-module 32 terminates the original visual effect mode may specifically include that: a termination instruction is generated and whether the termination instruction is correct is judged, and if correct, the original visual effect mode is stopped according to the termination instruction. Then, the binary mirror image file of the resource in the file system is opened and whether the opening is successful is judged; if the opening is successful, the dependence resource, the running parameter and the handler corresponding to the original visual effect mode are acquired from a system memory according
to the binary mirror image file of the resource and are synchronized to the file system. Then, the dependence resource, the running parameter and the handler corresponding to the original visual effect mode are cleared from the system memory.

A first parameter of a background visual effect is maintained in the system memory and may include a first parameter of each visual effect mode. The first parameter of each visual effect mode includes the following contents: an original image path of a resource, a binary mirror image path of the resource, an image type of the resource and the variety of a handler corresponding to the visual effect mode. When the background visual effect mode currently running needs to be terminated, the system acquires the first parameter of the original visual effect mode currently running and generates a termination instruction according to the first parameter of the original visual effect mode.

The binary mirror image file of the resource includes the address of an original handler, and the addresses of the dependence resource and running parameter corresponding to the original handler.

Furthermore, the process that the switching sub-module 32 starts a target visual effect mode may include that: a start instruction is generated and whether the start instruction is correct is judged; if it is correct, a corresponding binary mirror image file of a resource in the file system is opened according to the start instruction and whether the opening is successful is judged. If the opening is successful, the dependence resource, the running parameter and the handler corresponding to the target visual effect mode are read from the file system according to the binary mirror image file of the resource and are synchronized to the corresponding addresses in the system memory. Then, the handler corresponding to the target visual effect mode is started according to the dependence resource and the running parameter in the system memory.

A first parameter of a background visual effect is maintained in the system memory and includes a first parameter of each visual effect mode, wherein the first parameter of each visual effect mode includes the following contents: an original image path of a resource, a binary mirror image path of the resource, an image type of the resource and the variety of a handler corresponding to the visual effect mode. Before the start instruction is executed, a user selects a visual effect mode in the first parameter of a background visual effect and then selects a handler and the image path of the resource, the binary mirror image path of the resource and the image type of the resource corresponding to the handler in the visual effect mode, and the system generates a start instruction according to the selection of the user.

The binary mirror image file of the resource includes the address of a target handler, and the addresses of the dependence resource and running parameter corresponding to the target handler in the system memory.

In the embodiment of a method for processing a background visual effect, the background visual effect includes various visual effect modes each including a plurality of handlers. Running a visual effect mode is essentially to run a specific handler in the visual effect mode. Switching a visual effect mode is essentially to switch a handler currently running in a visual effect mode to a handler in another visual effect mode.

A visual effect mode corresponds to a plurality of visual effect objects each including one handler and the running parameter and the dependence resource corresponding to the handler.

Furthermore, in the embodiment of an apparatus 100 for processing a background visual effect, the running module 20 may be further configured to find and open the binary mirror image file of the resource corresponding to the selected visual effect mode in a file system and judge whether the opening is successful; if it is successful, the dependence resource, the running parameter and the handler corresponding to the selected visual effect mode in the system memory are synchronized to the file system; and if not, the dependence resource, the running parameter and the handler corresponding to the selected visual effect mode are cleared from the system memory.

The binary mirror image file of the resource includes the address of a target handler, and the addresses of the dependence resource and running parameter corresponding to the target handler in the system memory.

Furthermore, see FIG. 10, in the embodiment of an apparatus 100 for processing a background visual effect, an ending module 40 may be further included. The ending module 40 is configured to receive an instruction for ending the running of a visual effect mode and judge whether the ending instruction is correct; if it is not correct, failure information is generated; if it is correct, a binary mirror image file of a resource corresponding to the visual effect mode in a file system is opened and whether the opening is successful is judged; if the opening is failed, failure information is generated; if the opening is successful, the dependence resource, the running parameter and the handler corresponding to the visual effect mode are acquired from a system memory according to the binary mirror image file of the resource and are synchronized to the file system; the dependence resource, the running parameter and the handler corresponding to the visual effect mode are cleared from the system memory; and finally, a flag is generated for indicating that the visual effect mode is to be unavailable.

The binary mirror image file of the resource includes the address of a target handler, and the addresses of the dependence resource and running parameter corresponding to the target handler in the system memory.

As can be seen from the above, in the embodiment of an apparatus 100 for processing a background visual effect provided by the disclosure, background visual effects can be shared in different scenarios and the effect of user experience is improved.

See FIG. 11, another method for processing a background visual effect is provided in an embodiment of the disclosure, including that:

Step S801: dependence resources, running parameters and handlers corresponding to respective visual effect modes of a background are registered;

Step S802: a visual effect mode corresponding to the background is selected according to a running instruction, and the dependence resource, the running parameter and the handler corresponding to the selected visual effect mode are initialized to control the background to enter a running status of the selected visual effect mode; and

Step S803: a visual effect mode to be set for the background is set according to a received setting instruction.

The running instruction is generated according to running information input by a user or according to running information received wirelessly. The setting instruction is generated according to setting information input by a user or according to setting information received wirelessly.

Furthermore, in the embodiment of a method for processing a background visual effect, Step S801 specifically includes that: the dependence resources corresponding to respective visual effect modes of the background are
acquired and are added to a dependence resource list maintained by a system memory, the running parameters corresponding to respective visual effect modes of the background are acquired and are added to a running parameter list maintained by the system memory, and the handlers corresponding to respective visual effect modes of the background are acquired and are added to a handler list maintained by the system memory.

In the embodiment of a method for processing a background visual effect, when a dependence resource corresponding to a certain visual effect mode already exists in the dependence resource list, it is unnecessary to acquire the dependence resource again and add the dependence resource to the dependence resource list. Similarly, when a running parameter corresponding to the certain visual effect mode already exists in the running parameter list, it is unnecessary to acquire the running parameter again and add the running parameter to the running parameter list; and when a handler corresponding to the certain visual effect mode already exists in the handler list, it is unnecessary to acquire the handler again and add the handler to the handler list. Namely, before a dependence resource, a running parameter and a handler are acquired, it is necessary to judge whether the corresponding dependence resource, running parameter and handler to be acquired exist in the corresponding lists. See FIG. 2, the specific processing is as follows:

Step S201: whether a dependence resource corresponding to a visual effect mode to be registered for the background exists in the dependence resource list is judged; if not exist, Step S202 is executed; and if exist, Step S204 is executed;

Step S202: the dependence resource corresponding to the visual effect mode is acquired by a user parameter;

Step S203: the dependence resource corresponding to the visual effect mode is added to the dependence resource list;

Step S204: whether a running parameter corresponding to the visual effect mode to be registered for the background exists in the running parameter list is judged; if not exist, Step S205 is executed; and if exist, Step S207 is executed;

Step S205: the running parameter corresponding to the visual effect mode is acquired by a user parameter;

Step S206: the running parameter corresponding to the visual effect mode is added to the running parameter list;

Step S207: whether a handler corresponding to the visual effect mode to be registered for the background exists in the handler list is judged; if not exist, Step S208 is executed; and if exist, the registration flow is ended;

Step S208: the handler corresponding to the visual effect mode is acquired by a user parameter; and

Step S209: the handler corresponding to the visual effect mode is added to the handler maintenance list.

Furthermore, see FIG. 12, in the embodiment of another method for processing a background visual effect, Step 803 may specifically include that:

Step S901: according to a received setting instruction, whether a visual effect mode to be set for a background is in a running status is judged; if it is in a running status, Step S902 is executed; and if not, Step S904 is executed;

Step S902: the visual effect mode is stopped and the related information of the visual effect mode is set;

Step S903: the visual effect mode is started; and

Step S904: the related information of the visual effect mode is set.

Each visual effect mode corresponds to a plurality of handlers, and when a visual effect mode runs, only one specific handler in the visual effect mode can run.

Setting the related information of the visual effect mode is essentially to select a specific handler in the visual effect mode, wherein when the visual effect mode is running, the related information of the visual effect mode is set, which is essentially to switch the current running handler of the visual effect mode to the handler corresponding to the set related information.

Furthermore, in the embodiment of a method for processing a background visual effect, the step that the related information of the visual effect mode is set may specifically include that:

if related information of the visual effect mode has been set already, the set related information is cleared at first, and then related information is set for the visual effect mode again according to a setting instruction.

The related information of the visual effect mode includes visual effect object information corresponding to the visual effect mode and first parameter information of the visual effect mode.

The visual effect object corresponding to the visual effect mode includes: dependence resource, running parameter and handler corresponding to the visual effect mode. The dependence resource corresponding to the visual effect mode includes a resource buffer and a resource operation set. The running parameter corresponding to the visual effect mode includes a running parameter buffer and a running parameter operation set.

The first parameter information of the visual effect mode includes an original image path of a resource, a binary mirror image path of the resource, an image type of the resource and the variety of a handler corresponding to the visual effect mode.

Furthermore, in the embodiment of a method for processing a background visual effect, after the related information of the visual effect mode is set, the method may further include that: whether the related information of the visual effect mode is set initially is judged; and if it is initially set, a flag is generated for indicating that the visual effect mode is initially set.

Furthermore, see FIG. 6, in the embodiment of a method for processing a background visual effect, after a visual effect mode of a background is run, the method may further include that:

Step S61: a binary mirror image file of the resource corresponding to the selected visual effect mode is found and is opened in a file system, and whether the opening is successful is judged; if successful, Step S621 is executed; and if not, Step S631 is executed;

the binary mirror image file of the resource includes the address of a target handler, and the addresses of the dependence resource and running parameter corresponding to the target handler in the system memory;

Step S621: the dependence resource, the running parameter and the handler corresponding to the selected visual effect mode in the system memory are synchronized to the file system;

Step S631: the dependence resource, the running parameter and the handler corresponding to the selected visual effect mode are cleared from the system memory.

In the embodiment of a method for processing a background visual effect, the background visual effect includes various visual effect modes and the running of each visual effect mode depends on the registration and the initialization of the corresponding visual effect mode; each visual effect mode includes a plurality of specific handlers; and running a visual effect mode is essentially to run a specific handler in the visual effect mode. Different handlers correspond to different related information.
Switching the visual effect mode is essentially to switch a specific handler between different visual effect modes. Setting the related information of the current running visual effect mode may be regarded as switching of internal handlers of a visual effect mode. After the visual effect mode is stopped, namely, a specific handler corresponding to the visual effect mode is stopped, and after the related information of the visual effect mode is set, the visual effect mode is restarted, which is essentially to run the handler corresponding to the set related information of the visual effect mode.

Furthermore, see FIG. 7, in the embodiment of a method for processing a background visual effect, when it is necessary to end a current running visual effect mode of a background, the method may specifically include that:

Step S701: an instruction is generated for ending the running of a visual effect mode and whether the ending instruction is correct is judged; if correct, Step S702 is executed; and if not, failure information is generated and the flow is ended;

Step S702: a binary mirror image file of a resource corresponding to the visual effect mode in a file system is opened, and whether the opening is successful is judged; if successful, Step S703 is executed; and if not, failure information is generated and the flow is ended;

the binary mirror image file of the resource includes the address of a target handler, and the addresses of the dependence resource and running parameter corresponding to the target handler in the system memory;

Step S703: the dependence resource, the running parameter and the handler corresponding to the visual effect mode are acquired from the system memory according to the binary mirror image file of the resource and are synchronized to the file system;

Step S704: the dependence resource, the running parameter and the handler corresponding to the visual effect mode are cleared from the system memory;

Step S705: a flag is generated for indicating that the visual effect mode is unavailable.

As can be seen from the above, in the embodiment of a method for processing a background visual effect, the dependence resources, the running parameters and the handlers corresponding to respective visual effect modes of the background are registered, and when a visual effect mode of the background runs, the running visual effect mode can be set according to the requirements of a user, namely, specific handlers in the same visual effect mode of the background can be switched, so the variety of background visual effects which can be implemented in the same scenario is enriched and the effect of user experience is improved.

See FIG. 13, another apparatus 200 for processing a background visual effect is disclosed in an embodiment of the disclosure, including a registration module 210, a running module 220 and a setting module 230, wherein the registration module 210 is configured to register dependence resources, running parameters and handlers corresponding to respective visual effect modes of a background; the running module 220 is configured to select a visual effect mode corresponding to the background according to a running instruction and initialize the dependence resources, the running parameters and the handlers corresponding to the selected visual effect mode to control the background to enter the running status of the selected visual effect mode; and the setting module 230, which is configured to set a visual effect mode to be set for the background according to a received setting instruction.

The running instruction is generated according to running information input by a user or according to running information received wirelessly. The setting instruction is generated according to setting information input by a user or according to setting information received wirelessly.

Furthermore, in the embodiment of another apparatus 200 for processing a background visual effect, the registration module 210 may be specifically configured to acquire the dependence resources corresponding to respective visual effect modes of the background and add the dependence resources to a dependence resource list maintained by a system memory, to acquire the running parameters corresponding to respective visual effect modes of the background and add the running parameters a running parameter list maintained by the system memory, and to acquire the handlers corresponding to respective visual effect modes of the background and add the handlers to a handler list maintained by the system memory.

In the embodiment of a method for processing a background visual effect, when a dependence resource corresponding to a certain visual effect mode already exists in the dependence resource list, it is unnecessary to acquire the dependence resource again and add the dependence resource to the dependence resource list. Similarly, when a running parameter corresponding to the certain visual effect mode already exists in the running parameter list, it is unnecessary to acquire the running parameter again and add the running parameter to the running parameter list; and when a handler corresponding to the certain visual effect mode already exists in the handler list, it is unnecessary to acquire the handler again and add the handler to the handler list. Namely, before a dependence resource, a running parameter and a handler are acquired, it is necessary to judge whether the corresponding dependence resource, running parameter and handler to be acquired exist in the corresponding lists.

Furthermore, in the embodiment of an apparatus 200 for processing a background visual effect, the process that the registration module 210 registers the dependence resources, the running parameters and the handlers corresponding to respective visual effect modes of the background specifically includes that: firstly, whether the dependence resources corresponding to the visual effect modes of the background to be registered exist is judged; and if not exist, the dependence resources corresponding to the visual effect modes are acquired through user parameters and are added to the dependence resource list; if exist, the second step is executed. Secondly, whether the running parameters corresponding to the visual effect modes to be registered for the background exist is judged; if not exist, the running parameters corresponding to the visual effect modes are acquired through user parameters and are added to the running parameter list; and if exist, the third step is executed directly. Thirdly, whether the handlers corresponding to the visual effect modes to be registered for the background exist is judged; if not exist, the handlers corresponding to the visual effect modes are acquired through user parameters and are added to the handler maintenance list; and if exist, the registration flow is ended directly.

Furthermore, see FIG. 14, in the embodiment of an apparatus 200 for processing a background visual effect, the setting module 230 may further include a second judgment sub-module 231 and a setting sub-module 232, wherein the second judgment sub-module 231 is configured to judge whether the visual effect mode to be set for the background is in a running status according to a received setting instruction; and the setting sub-module 232 is configured to stop the visual effect mode, set the related information of the visual
effect mode and start the visual effect mode when the visual effect mode is in a running status, and set the related information of the visual effect mode when the visual effect mode is in a non-running status.

Each visual effect mode corresponds to a plurality of handlers, and when a visual effect mode runs, only one specific handler in the visual effect mode can run.

Setting the related information of the visual effect mode is essentially to select a specific handler for the visual effect mode, wherein when the visual effect mode is running, the related information of the visual effect mode is set, namely, the current running handler of the visual effect mode is switched to the handler corresponding to the set related information.

Furthermore, in the embodiment of a method for processing a background visual effect, the step that the related information of the visual effect mode is set may specifically include that:

- if related information of the visual effect mode has been set already, the set related information is cleared at first, and then related information of the visual effect mode is set again according to a setting instruction.

The related information of the visual effect mode includes visual effect object information corresponding to the visual effect mode and first parameter information of the visual effect mode.

The visual effect object corresponding to the visual effect mode includes: dependence resources, running parameters and handlers corresponding to the visual effect modes. The dependence resources corresponding to the visual effect modes include a resource buffer and a resource operation set. The running parameters corresponding to the visual effect modes include a running parameter buffer and a running parameter operation set.

The first parameter information of the visual effect mode includes an original image path of a resource, a binary mirror image path of the resource, an image type of the resource, and the variety of a handler corresponding to the visual effect mode.

Furthermore, see FIG. 15, in the embodiment of an apparatus 200 for processing a background visual effect, the setting module 230 may further include a third judgment sub-module 233, wherein the third judgment sub-module 233 is configured to judge whether the related information of the visual effect mode is set initially; and if the related information of the visual effect mode is set initially, a flag indicative of initial setting is generated for the visual effect mode by a setting control module.

Furthermore, in the embodiment of an apparatus 200 for processing a background visual effect, the running module 220 may be further configured to find and open the binary mirror image file for the resource corresponding to the selected visual effect mode in a file system and judge whether the opening is successful; if it is successful, the dependence resource, the running parameter and the handler corresponding to the selected visual effect mode in the system memory are synchronized to the file system; and if not, the dependence resource, the running parameter and the handler corresponding to the selected visual effect mode are cleared from the system memory.

The binary mirror image file of the resource includes the address of a target handler, and the addresses of the dependence resource and the running parameter corresponding to the target handler in the system memory.

In the embodiment of a method for processing a background visual effect, the background visual effect includes various visual effect modes and the running of each visual effect mode depends on the registration and initialization of the corresponding visual effect mode; each visual effect mode includes a plurality of specific handlers; and running a visual effect mode is essentially to run a specific handler in the visual effect mode. Different handlers correspond to different related information.

Switching a visual effect mode is essentially to switch a specific handler between different visual effect modes. Setting the related information of the current running visual effect mode may be regarded as switching of internal handlers of a visual effect mode; after the visual effect mode is stopped, namely, a specific handler corresponding to the visual effect mode is stopped, and after the related information of the visual effect mode is set, restarting the visual effect mode is essentially to run the handler corresponding to the set related information of the visual effect mode.

Furthermore, see FIG. 16, in the embodiment of an apparatus 200 for processing a background visual effect, an ending module 240 may be further included. The ending module 240 is configured to receive an instruction for ending the running of a visual effect mode and judge whether the ending instruction is correct; if it is not correct, failure information is generated: if it is correct, a binary mirror image file of a resource corresponding to the visual effect mode in a file system is opened and whether the opening is successful is judged; if the opening is failed, failure information is generated: if the opening is successful, the dependence resource, the running parameter and the handler corresponding to the visual effect mode are acquired from a system memory according to the binary mirror image file of the resource and are synchronized to the file system; the dependence resource, the running parameter and the handler corresponding to the visual effect mode are cleared from the system memory; and finally, a flag indicative of unavailability is generated for the visual effect mode.

The binary mirror image file of the resource includes the address of a target handler, and the addresses of the dependence resource and the running parameter corresponding to the target handler in the system memory.

As can be seen from the above, in the embodiment of an apparatus 200 for processing a background visual effect provided by the disclosure, the dependence resources, the running parameters and the handlers corresponding to respective visual effect modes of the background are registered, and when a visual effect mode of a background runs, the running visual effect mode can be set according to the requirements of a user, namely, specific handlers can be switched in the same visual effect mode of the background, so the variety of background visual effects which can be implemented in the same scenario is enriched and the effect of user experience is improved.

It should be understood that the above are only embodiments of the disclosure, and are not intended to limit the scope of patent of the disclosure. All the equivalent structures or equivalent flow changes made by the description and the drawings of the disclosure are directly or indirectly applied to the field of other related arts and are also within the scope of the patent protection of the disclosure.

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY

Through the method and the apparatus for processing a background visual effect, background visual effects can be shared in different scenarios, the variety of background visual effects in the same scenario can be enriched and the effect of user experience is improved.
What is claimed is:

1. A method for processing a background visual effect, comprising:
   registering dependence resources, running parameters and handlers corresponding to respective visual effect modes of a background;
   selecting a visual effect mode corresponding to the background according to a running instruction, and initializing a dependence resource, a running parameter and a handler corresponding to the selected visual effect mode to control the background to enter a running status of the selected visual effect mode; and
   switching a current running visual effect mode of the background according to a received switching instruction;

   wherein the switching a current running visual effect mode of the background according to a received switching instruction specifically comprises:
   judging whether a target visual effect mode of the background is available according to the received switching instruction;
   if available, switching an original visual effect mode currently running to the target visual effect mode; and
   if not available, setting a flag indicative of unavailability for the target visual effect mode and maintaining a running status of the original visual effect mode of the background;

   wherein the switching an original visual effect mode currently running to the target visual effect mode specifically comprises:
   when the original visual effect mode currently running is available, terminating the original visual effect mode and starting and running the target visual effect mode; and
   when the original visual effect mode currently running is unavailable, starting the target visual effect mode.

2. The method for processing a background visual effect according to claim 1, wherein the registering dependence resources, running parameters and handlers corresponding to respective visual effect modes of a background specifically comprises:
   acquiring the dependence resources corresponding to the respective visual effect modes of the background and adding the dependence resource list maintained by a system memory;
   acquiring the running parameters corresponding to the respective visual effect modes of the background and adding the running parameters to a running parameter list maintained by the system memory; and
   acquiring the handlers corresponding to the respective visual effect modes of the background and adding the handlers to a handler list maintained by the system memory.

3. An apparatus for processing a background visual effect, comprising: a processor configured to be capable of executing programmed instructions comprising:
   registering dependence resources, running parameters and handlers corresponding to respective visual effect modes of a background;
   selecting a visual effect mode corresponding to the background according to a running instruction and initialize a dependence resource, a running parameter and a handler corresponding to the selected visual effect mode to control the background to enter a running status of the selected visual effect mode; and
   switching a current running visual effect mode of the background according to a received switching instruction;

   wherein the processor is also configured to be capable of executing programmed instructions further comprising:
   judging whether a target visual effect mode of the background is available according to the received switching instruction;
   switching an original visual effect mode currently running to the target visual effect mode when the target visual effect mode is available; and
   setting a flag indicative of unavailability for the target visual effect mode and maintaining a running status of the original visual effect mode of the background when the target visual effect mode is unavailable;

   the processor is also configured to be capable of executing programmed instructions further comprising:
   terminating the original visual effect mode and starting and running the target visual effect mode when the original visual effect mode currently running is available; and
   starting the target visual effect mode when the original visual effect mode currently running is unavailable.

4. A method for processing a background visual effect, comprising:
   registering dependence resources, running parameters and handlers corresponding to respective visual effect modes of a background;
   selecting a visual effect mode corresponding to the background according to a running instruction, and initializing a dependence resource, a running parameter and a handler corresponding to the selected visual effect mode to control the background to enter a running status of the selected visual effect mode; and
   setting a visual effect mode to be set for the background according to a received setting instruction;

   wherein the registering dependence resources, running parameters and handlers corresponding to respective visual effect modes of a background specifically comprises:
   acquiring the dependence resources corresponding to the respective visual effect modes of the background and adding the dependence resources to a dependence resource list maintained by a system memory;
   acquiring the running parameters corresponding to the respective visual effect modes of the background and adding the running parameters to a running parameter list maintained by the system memory; and
   acquiring the handlers corresponding to the respective visual effect modes of the background and adding the handlers to a handler list maintained by the system memory;

   the setting a visual effect mode to be set for the background according to a received setting instruction specifically comprises:
   judging whether the visual effect mode to be set is in a running status according to the received setting instruction;
   if in a running status, stopping the visual effect mode and setting related information of the visual effect mode;
   starting the visual effect mode; and
   if not in a running status, setting the related information of the visual effect mode;

   wherein after setting the related information of the visual effect mode, the method further comprises:
judging whether the related information of the visual effect mode is set initially; and,
if set initially, generating a flag indicative of initial setting for the visual effect mode.

5. An apparatus for processing a background visual effect, comprising: a processor configured to be capable of executing programmed instructions comprising:
registering dependence resources, running parameters and handlers corresponding to respective visual effect modes of a background;
selecting a visual effect mode corresponding to the background according to a running instruction and initializing a dependence resource, a running parameter and a handler corresponding to the selected visual effect mode to control the background to enter a running status of the selected visual effect mode; and
setting a visual effect mode to be set for the background according to a received setting instruction;
wherein the processor is also configured to be capable of executing programmed instructions further comprising:
acquiring the dependence resources corresponding to the respective visual effect modes of the background and adding the dependence resources to a dependence resource list maintained by a system memory; acquiring the running parameters corresponding to the respective visual effect modes of the background and adding the running parameters to a running parameter list maintained by the system memory; and
acquiring the handlers corresponding to the respective visual effect modes of the background and adding the handlers to a handler list maintained by the system memory;
the processor is also configured to be capable of executing programmed instructions further comprising:
judging whether the visual effect mode to be set is in a running status according to the received setting instruction; and
stopping the visual effect mode, setting related information of the visual effect mode and starting the visual effect mode when the visual effect mode is in a running status, and setting the related information of the visual effect mode when the visual effect mode is in a non-running status;
the processor is also configured to be capable of executing programmed instructions further comprising:
judging whether the related information of the visual effect mode is set initially, and
if the related information of the visual effect mode is set initially, generating a flag indicative of initial setting for the visual effect mode.